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Abstract
The name of Father Benedict Dema is a name known by all Albanians. Father Benedict is
recognized by the area of Shkodra, as devout and dedicated priest, as literate and philological
and linguistic affinity. His work " Fjalor fjalësh të rralla të gjuhës shqipe ", a collection of 18
years work, is more treasure in Albanian lexicology and lexicography, which arrives in our
hands, only when it finds the light of Toena publishing house, in 2005. But the untired
researcher of Albanian words gheg northwest, no scholar of linguistics that deals with not
recognize. After an introduction to the design and structure as well as publishing B.Dema
Vocabulary, will be given a classification of the lexic and its use by area: professional,
philosophical, religious, etc. Will also classify the manner of word formation, highlighting
the most productive affix the author used words derived from, the absolute words and
numerous composites. Are not encountered words contained in dictionaries respective
1954.1980. Dema, mainly tried to give us a vocabulary of words rare Northern Alps, has
collected words in the most extreme of northern deep, so even the lexic is authentically
regional, but also in conversational discourse in these areas are unlikely used currently,
because, as he himself points out, has tried to reflect the words which are not included in the
Dictionary of 1954, or that have different or additional meanings from everyday use. The
second part of the paper will be a detailed analysis of the vocabulary according to the
comparative letters, first with the Institute of Sciences Dictionary 1954 and the Albanian
normative vocabulary, published by the Academy of Sciences of Albania in 1980; to identify
the presence and absence of these two Dictionaries Dictionary of Albanian. Of course, will be
given its opinion on the possibility of integrating this words in the Normative vocabulary.
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